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Modules

Being copyright compliant is a challenging
issue for corporate organisations. National
and international regulations very often
focus on public and academic needs. The
needs of private industry are not taken
into consideration.
Our copyright training is built as workshops with a theoretical and practical part
to help users understand the basics of
copyright, the need for compliance and
where to find information on usage for
various purposes. The training offers room
for user specific questions and can be
customised to the needs of any corporation.

Barbara Reißland
(LIBRARY CONSULT) has worked for 12 years
in information management departments of
the pharmaceutical industry.
As a global copyright expert she has developed e-learning training and implemented
various tools and systems for copyright compliant document and information management.

1 – The basics of copyright
What is copyright? Which rights are granted
to the author? What happens during a
publishing process? What are the differences
in international copyright?
2 – Refresher
This course picks up on the basics of copyright, covering issues such as sharing
published material in a corporate environment; sharing copyright covered material
outside the corporation; using copyright
covered material in regulatory affairs.
3 – Experts
This course is designed for information professionals, librarians and everyone having to
do with copyright by nature of their work
(eg. patent lawyers or documentalists) and
aims to help build a knowledge base for
everyday questions from the users.

Christine Eckenweber-Black
(TRISOLVE-Scientific) worked for several years
in a cardiovascular clinic and then for over
10 years in the pharmaceutical industry,
mainly in information management.
As an expert in information retrieval, database management and copyright she has
developed training in different areas.

